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Free Roll Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
In this Christian early reader, two sisters and their furry friend enjoy weekend adventures and most
importantly each other. As the two sisters work and play together, early developmental routines are
reinforced for young readers. Using bright colors and many pre-primer and primer words, "Goodnight
Sister" will capture your budding reader's attention and encourage a love of reading.
Sally Phipps Rutgers University Press
Corinne is running from the pain of her past but she can't seem to run fast enough. Jabari thought he
had it all but even with everything, something is still missing. Follow Corinne and Jabari through the
streets of Atlanta as she offers him a loyalty he's never had and he showers her in a love she never
knew existed!
Once Again Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
A near-future America tips toward civil war. Border states degenerate into lawless territories led by
demagogues. Can one woman stop them?
Diary of the Lost Teenage BoD – Books on Demand
Savannah is a young woman set out to make a difference in the world. But she plans to do it alone. With no
family to connect with and no man in her life, she is ready, willing and able to face the challenges life has to
offer. She is fearless, or so she thinks. She has planned her life out carefully never realizing that the best plans
are sometimes altered. This story is about her journey as her life's plan changes its course.
Hi My Name Is Cj BearManor Media
Advice for 8th grade girls comes from author Iris Cooke's
extensive and eclectic life experiences. She is a graduate of
Yale University with degrees in Computer Science, Mathematics,
and German. Iris is also a self-taught, award-winning artist
and art teacher. She was elected to the ACM, Association for
Computing Machinery, in 1985, and won the New Jersey Bell Best
Computer Supplier Award in 1991. Iris had a successful poetry
reading circuit in her county in New York, and a successful
singing, dancing, and piano career in the same area with both
child and adult students. The advice she gives consists of 800
items, lots of fodder for thought and ideas, that range from
legal matters, to marriage, to education, to relationships,
and more.
Heart of the Streets CreateSpace
Sally Phipps was only three years old and the veteran winner
of several beautiful baby contests when she appeared as the
Baby in the film "Broncho Billy And The Baby." It was made at
the Niles California Essanay Studio in late 1914. This book
follows her amazing life and a career that culminated in her
receiving the Rosemary (for remembrance) Award shortly before
her death in 1978. Her memories of the early years at Essanay
include sitting on Charlie Chaplin's lap and enduring a
frightening stage coach accident. In her teens, she was a Fox
Studio star appearing in 20 films, including a cameo in the
classic "Sunrise." There were bad times also. She was on the
set of her Fox two-reel comedy "Gentlemen Prefer Scotch" in
1927 when word reached her of the scandalous death of her
father, a state senator. But in that same year, she was

selected as one of the 13 Wampas Baby Stars, starlets that were
considered destined for future success. Despite her popularity
in Hollywood, she left for New York where she became the
darling of gossip columnists, particularly Walter Winchell. She
appeared in two Broadway shows, made a Vitaphone comedy short,
and married and divorced one of the Gimbel department store
moguls before she darted off for India and around the world
travel. Back in New York, there was another marriage, two
children, and later a stay in Hawaii. Earl Wilson wrote about
her in 1938 when she was working for the Federal Theatre
Project during the WPA period -- headlining his column "Wampas
Ex-Baby Lives On WPA $23 - And Likes It." Her images -
especially her pinup photographs - have become highly
collectible. The book features 150 pictures from Sally's
personal and professional life, including glamorous portraits
and pinups.
Make My Day The New Press
THE LYRIC STORY OF THE NET GENERATION-GROWING UP AND COMING OF AGE
ON THE INTERNET The Internet is everywhere now, but Ray Valentine
saw it first explode. CIRCUITS OF THE WIND is the story of Ray's
quest to find himself as he grows up wandering the computer
underground-the wild, global outback that existed before the net
went mainstream. How else does an end-of-century slacker reach out
to the world from Sohola, that northern state that's a little more
Midwest than it is New England? The net holds the key to what he's
after-but even as he pioneers this virtual world, the veneer of his
real life begins to crack. In VOLUME TWO of the CIRCUITS OF THE
WIND trilogy, the net arrives all glimmering when Ray is starting
college: it's brighter, quicker, better than he ever knew. It's the
early 1990s-a time of golden youth and of joyriding on the growing
Internet, where he rises as a leader of the global generation, the
ones who saw it as the gilded portal to a fabulous new age everyone
was about to enter. But he's coasting aimlessly-and when his
college friends move on and fashions change he sees how real life
actually might not be working out.
I Am Tan Rowman & Littlefield
A TRUE CRIME THRILLER THAT EXPLORES THE DARKEST REGIONS OF ROMANTIC
INFATUATION. THE YEAR: 1969 THE SETTING: Berkeley, California THE STORY:
Amidst the turmoil of student rebellion two loners encounter each other
and turn an innocent flirtation into a dance of death. THE CHARACTERS:
Prosenjit Poddar was the brilliant engineering student who wanted nothing
more than to return to his native India a big success and to marry a
woman of his parents' choosing. Tanya Tarasoff was the naive coed who
just wanted somebody to love. And Larry Moore was the young psychologist
who thought he recognized the warning signs that his patient was not just
suffering from a jilted love affair... but was about to commit an act of
murder. THE STAKES: In a culture clash that pits the traditional values
of male-dominated India against free-love attitudes of Berkeley in the
'60s, an impending tragedy unfolds. Soon Larry Moore finds himself face-
to-face with the biggest dilemma of his career. What does a doctor do if
he perceives his patient as mentally unstable and a threat to the well-
being of another... but is bound by the oath of doctor-patient
confidentiality not to warn the police? This true story tracks Moore's
race against time to stop the inevitable. BAD KARMA is more than an
anatomy of madness; it is also a chronicle of the events that would
culminate in a landmark decision handed down by the California Supreme
Court. Known simply as Tarasoff, this 1976 ruling would change the oath
of confidentially between therapist and patient, and establish the rule

that a mental health professional has the legal duty to protect a
threatened individual.
I Lost it at the Movies Brandt Tobler
The original story that inspired the movie starring Brad Pitt and Cate
Blanchett. A man, "born under unusual circumstances," ages backwards,
through a life that is as unusual as could be. This story was inspired by
a remark of Mark Twain's to the effect that it was a pity that the best
part of life came at the beginning and the worst part at the end.

What's Wrong with Pauly? Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
Hairnanigans. Friendship. Big Dreams. The previously scheduled
life Maya Hatton planned has been interrupted for an emergency
broadcast announcement. A news station manager threatens to
destroy over twenty years of brand and image building with a
new contract from hell. Her husband Roddreccus moved into the
rental property and refuses to move home without explanation.
Instead of finding confidence, fun, and freedom as she enters
her mid-fifties she’s faced with crises. Fans believed she had
it all together but her dream team lost a member, a villain
hijacked her fairy tale marriage and now she needs to remember
how to be the Maya everyone thinks she is or lose the best
thing she ever had. Natural Sistahs series is written by an
African American author whose chosen her natural hair since
1998. While one of many indie published black authors she
considers her books appropriate for the women's fiction
category though most would be shelved in the black fiction,
black books, African American women's fiction, or black
women's fiction section in most physical bookstores.
Bad Karma Free Your Words
From the author of the films Lake Dead, (After Dark Film's 8 Films
to Die For) and Farmhouse, Daniel P. Coughlin's Ted's Score is a
shocking, suspenseful tale of a depraved, ax-wielding serial
killer. When beautiful Jules Benton, a seventeen year old senior,
goes missing after the spring formal dance in the small town of
Watertown, Wisconsin, her father, Richard Benton, becomes
suspicious of Jules' boyfriend, David Miller and his involvement
with her disappearance. When Richard confirms his suspicions, the
brutality of his capability consumes him and soon David will find
out what that means. Unbeknownst to David or Richard, a serial
killer by the name of Ted Olson has more to do with Jules'
disappearance than anyone might suspect. As Jules' whereabouts
unfold, the truth begins to bleed from a dark place. And the
authorities have begun to smell the criminal acts committed. Murder
and mayhem catch up with the slow pace of this ordinary Middle
American town when evil, perversion, and death mislead these simple
folks into a disastrous wave of crime that spirals out of control.
All the while, Ted collects his score.

Coming of Age Movies The Age of Movies: Selected Writings of
Pauline Kael
The intelligent person's guide to the movies, with more than
2,800 reviews Look up a movie in this guide, and chances are
you'll find yourself reading on about the next movie and the
next. Pauline Kael's reviews aren't just provocative---they're
addictive. These brief, informative reviews, written for the
"Goings On About Town" section of The New Yorker, provide an
immense range of listings---a masterly critical history of
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American and foreign film. This is probably the only movie
guide you'll want to read for the sheer pleasure of it.
I Am Not My Hair Library of America
"Film criticism is exciting just because there is no formula
to apply," Pauline Kael once observed, "just because you must
use everything you are and everything you know." Between 1968
and 1991, as regular film reviewer for The New Yorker, Kael
used those formidable tools to shape the tastes of a
generation, enthralling readers with her gift for capturing,
with force and fluency, the essence of an actor's gesture or
the full implication of a cinematic image. Kael called movies
"the most total and encompassing art form we have," and she
made her reviews a platform for considering both film and the
worlds it engages, crafting in the process a prose style of
extraordinary wit, precision, and improvisatory grace. To read
The Age of Movies, the first new selection in more than a
generation, is to be swept up into an endlessly revealing and
entertaining dialogue with Kael at her witty, exhilarating,
and opinionated best. Her ability to evoke the essence of a
great artist-an Orson Welles or a Robert Altman-or to
celebrate the way even seeming trash could tap deeply into our
emotions was matched by her unwavering eye for the scams and
self-deceptions of a corrupt movie industry. Here in this
career spanning collection are her appraisals of the films
that defined an era-among them Breathless, Bonnie and Clyde,
The Leopard, The Godfather, Last Tango in Paris, Nashville-
along with many others, some awaiting rediscovery, all
providing the occasion for masterpieces of observation and
insight, alive on every page.
And I Thought... Algora Publishing
Hi My Name Is C.J. is an easy to read, fun, interactive children's book.
Meet 5 year-old C.J. and learn about all the things he likes and does.
Enjoy the interactive pages by writing your own C.J. story and have fun
drawing and colorizing the characters. Have fun and use your imagination.

Circuits of the Wind Createspace Independent Pub
Getting money,paying bills,finding your prince charming,
finding your happiness it looked so easy when you were
young.You thought you had it all figured out. Little did you
know life throws you curve balls. And you thought grownups had
it easy so did these ladies. Follow their journies while
getting lost in the grownup world.
Strike Five GIG PowHer Press
*Includes pictures of Bergman and important people, places, and
scenes. *Includes Bergman's own quotes about her upbringing, films
and relationships. *Includes a Bibliography for further reading.
"Be yourself. The world worships the original." - Ingrid Bergman
Since the early 20th century, film has been embraced as arguably
the preeminent international art form. Not only is Hollywood cinema
immensely popular around the world, but other nationalities
(Bollywood being the greatest current example) have their own
thriving industries. Major actors and actresses are not only icons
in their parent countries but reach tremendous international fame.
However, most actors who become internationally famous do so via
the success of the films they make in their native land, without
actually leaving their country. One of the most famous early
examples is Charlie Chaplin, who reached incredible fame in Asia
and Western Europe during the silent cinema era despite having
never left the confines of Hollywood. Chaplin's example illustrates
how the vast majority of film stars who reach international fame do
so through the global success of the films they make within a given
industry. This dynamic highlights the uniqueness of Ingrid
Bergman's career and her significance as an international film
star. Not only were films like Casablanca (1942) famous around the
world, but she made films in five different languages and film

industries. In this regard, she was the rare star who was willing to
literally act in films produced in different countries. Bergman's
fame cannot be doubted, but the international quality of her career
has prevented most people from gaining a complete understanding of
her filmography. Moreover, the immense success of her most famous
films obscured her other achievements; one of Bergman's persistent
lamentations late in her career was that even though she appeared
in other films she deemed more significant, the only film of hers
that people wanted to discuss was Casablanca. As a result, her
early films in Sweden, the Italian Neorealist films she made with
famous director and future husband Roberto Rossellini, and her
French film with Jean Renoir have all been relegated to the
margins. Bergman is thus recognized as a Hollywood star rather than
an actress who should be identified with an array of different film
industries, reducing the enormous scope of her career to a
relatively small proportion of her filmography. At the same time,
Bergman's personal life reflects the dynamics of the film industry
and the relationship between celebrities and American culture more
generally. At times during her career, Bergman was the darling of
Hollywood, but at other times she was literally a pariah. It is all
too common to remember Bergman for her performance in Casablanca,
forgetting the fact that she was effectively exiled from Hollywood
for several years during her romance with Roberto Rossellini. Her
life and career amply demonstrated the expectations American
culture held for their film stars during the mid-20th century.
Ingrid Bergman: The First International Movie Star profiles the
life and career of one of the world's most famous actresses and
entertainment icons. Along with pictures of important people,
places, and events, you will learn about Ingrid Bergman like you
never have before, in no time at all.
Rebecca Tree Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
I am a fan of Coming of Age movies. Over the years, I've found there is a
dearth of good reference books on the genre. So I've decided to write
one, both to provide a readily available resource for fellow fans of this
genre (who may be looking for guide to films they'd like to view) and,
secondly, to preserve the many reviews I've written over the years on my
blog: theskykid.com.This is primarily a book of reviews of films in the
Coming of Age genre. But the book also contains several interviews with
some of the most notable of Coming of Age filmmakers of our age. Their
insights into the making of films is something I wanted to share with
fans of the genre.

Createspace Independent Publishing Platform
Billy Johnson doesn't give it a second thought when he joins
in with his friends making fun of a little girl in a
wheelchair. Then Pauly comes into his life, and Billy not only
learns a valuable lesson about compassion and acceptance but
he gets a new best friend! Grades 3-4
BearCity CreateSpace
Over the past decade, as digital media has expanded and print outlets
have declined, pundits have bemoaned a “crisis of criticism” and mourned
the “death of the critic.” Now that well-paying jobs in film criticism
have largely evaporated, while blogs, message boards, and social media
have given new meaning to the saying that “everyone’s a critic,” urgent
questions have emerged about the status and purpose of film criticism in
the twenty-first century. In Film Criticism in the Digital Age, ten
scholars from across the globe come together to consider whether we are
witnessing the extinction of serious film criticism or seeing the start
of its rebirth in a new form. Drawing from a wide variety of case studies
and methodological perspectives, the book’s contributors find many signs
of the film critic’s declining clout, but they also locate surprising
examples of how critics—whether moonlighting bloggers or salaried
writers—have been able to intervene in current popular discourse about
arts and culture. In addition to collecting a plethora of scholarly
perspectives, Film Criticism in the Digital Age includes statements from
key bloggers and print critics, like Armond White and Nick James. Neither
an uncritical celebration of digital culture nor a jeremiad against it,
this anthology offers a comprehensive look at the challenges and
possibilities that the Internet brings to the evaluation, promotion, and
explanation of artistic works.

101 Most Influential Coming of Age Movies Createspace
Independent Pub
Based on the award-winning feature-length movie, Bear City:
The Novel follows the funny, romantic, and often dramatic
adventures of a tight-knit pack of bears, cubs, and friends in
New York City as they gear up for a big party weekend. A
hirsute Sex and the City set in the "Bear" scene, this story
brings together these men, their friends, tricks, and lovers,
and a cast of colorful, hirsute characters. They experience
comical mishaps, lusty and romantic encounters, and an
impressive variety of male body types. Using satire and humor,
the novel exposes their explores these men¿s self-image issues
and pokes fun at aspects of urban gay lifestyles, all while
celebrating the worldwide community of men who call themselves
Bears.
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